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Abstract

Knowing whether there is a slab of subducted lithosphere beneath central Taiwan is important for our understanding of the

regional tectonic evolution. In this study, we aim at resolving this issue by investigating the seismic effects of a potential near-

receiver slab, using data from a local broadband array. Rays from deep and intermediate-depth earthquakes in the Tonga–

Kermadec subduction zone to central Taiwan stations exhibit reduced amplitudes and travel times relative to KMNB in the

0.1–0.4 Hz band, with a correlation between the degree of reduction and earthquake latitudes. The overall amplitude reduction

observed at central Taiwan stations is not observed for earthquakes from the Hindu Kush. Our analysis suggests that the

observations are not caused by crustal structure but by receiver-side heterogeneous mantle or, more specifically, an eastern

dipping aseismic slab beneath central Taiwan. The extent of the slab is determined by jointly modeling amplitude and travel

time observations at SSLB and TPUB using a 2-D pseudospectral method.

D 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Whether or not a slab of subducted lithosphere

exits between 238N and 248N beneath central Taiwan

remains an open question. Subduction zone seismicity

does not provide conclusive answers because no
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earthquakes occur beyond ~80-km depth. Models

published thus far adopt different views on the issue.

For instance, in terms of tectonic evolution, the model

of arc–continent collision [1–4] supports the presence

of a slab, whereas that of arc–arc collision [5] favors

its absence. In terms of orogenic processes, the model

of skinned collision [6] or crustal exhumation [7]

assumes its presence, whereas that of lithospheric

collision [8] advocates its absence. Therefore, the

resolution of the debate is crucial to a better under-

standing of the tectonic evolution and orogeny in the
etters 229 (2004) 61–71
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region. Although its presence has been suggested by

results of global tomography [4], the evidence is

relatively indirect because of deterioration of reso-

lution at depth [4] and because of the integrated nature

of travel time anomalies in global studies.

Seismic wave propagation is faster in a subducting

slab than in ambient mantle. A seismically fast slab acts

as an antiwaveguide, diffracting away high-frequency

energy [9]. As a result, seismic waves propagating

through a slab exhibit earlier arrivals, smaller ampli-

tudes, and broader waveforms [9]. Travel time resid-

uals [10] and waveform anomalies [11,12] are primary

tools to investigate globally the ultimate depth of

subducting slabs; here, we apply them to probe the

existence or absence of a slab beneath central Taiwan.

In this study, we aim at providing more direct evidence

by investigating the first P amplitudes and arrival times

of deep and intermediate-depth earthquakes from the

Tonga–Kermadec subduction zone as recorded by the

bBroadband Array in Taiwan for SeismologyQ (BATS),
using the station offshore of mainland China, KMNB,

as a reference station.

The seismic effects of a near-receiver slab can be

observed with a seismic array above the subducting

slab. As Fig. 1 illustrates that for a common tele-

seismic source, the near-source paths are nearly the

same, so that discrepancies of two observations at the

BATS array mainly stem from receiver-side hetero-

geneities in mantle structure and their corresponding

crustal effects. In contrast to studies examining
Fig. 1. Ray paths of first P from a Tonga–Kermadec event to TPUB and KM

possible 608 dip, 100-km-thick slab (stippled), but miss the slab entirely
waveform effects of a near-source slab [11,12],

corrections for the differential path effects, geomet-

rical spreading, attenuation, and source radiation

patterns are unnecessary. Furthermore, this approach

is relatively insensitive to errors in source location. To

isolate the slab signatures, the only correction required

concerns crustal effects at different stations.

First, the frequency range of seismic signals is

determined from two example earthquakes. Second,

within the frequency band thus determined, whether

or not the seismic waveforms and travel times of all

other earthquakes exhibit consistent patterns is exam-

ined. We remark that for the frequency of interest, the

Fresnel zone corresponds to the thickness of the

hypothetical slab. The derived waveform and travel

time patterns, if any, are then compared with those

predicted from slab effects. Finally, using a 2-D

pseudospectral method [13], we model the joint

patterns of seismic amplitudes and travel times with

a 100-km-thick planar slab. Results of this study

indicate that the observations are consistent with the

presence of a slab, which, upon modeling, ranges

from 400-km-long, 4% velocity anomaly to 500-km-

long, 3.2% velocity anomaly.
2. Data analysis

The deployment of BATS in the mid 1990s [14]

and the peculiar geometrical relationship between
NB. Note that a P wave arriving at TPUB would travel through the

at KMNB.



Table 1

Earthquakes used in this study (Harvard CMT catalogue)

No. Centroid parameters

Date Time Latitutde Longitude Depth Mo (10
25

Y M D h m s k / h dyne cm

1a 1998 3 29 19 48 16.2 �17.57 �178.85 554.0 64

2 1998 5 16 2 22 3.2 �22.27 �179.35 609.0 23

3 1998 12 27 0 38 26.8 �21.69 �175.86 160.0 20

4 2000 6 14 2 15 25.8 �25.45 178.38 615.0 5

5a 2000 8 15 4 30 8.8 �31.42 �179.95 367.0 9

6b 2000 12 18 1 19 21.6 �21.11 �178.98 656.0 7

7 2001 4 28 4 49 53.4 �18.07 �176.68 367.0 21

8 2002 8 19 11 8 24.3 �24.16 178.49 699.0 430

a Example earthquakes for detailed frequency analyses.
b Discarded event.

Fig. 2. Great circle paths of the eight Tonga–Kermadec earthquakes to TPUB. Note the earthquakes used span more than 108 in epicentral

latitude, ensuring latitude variation of P amplitudes at any specific station in BATS.
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Taiwan and Tonga–Kermadec make our application

feasible. Fig. 1 is a great circle section showing two

ray paths from a common deep source in the Tonga–

Kermadec subduction zone to the two BATS stations

(TPUB and KMNB; refer to Fig. 6 for their locations).

TPUB is on the main Taiwan island, while KMNB is

off coast of SE China (Kinmen island). The dip angle

of the slab in Fig. 1 is assumed to be 608, as

extrapolated from that of the Luzon arc [15]. We

further assume the slab thickness as 100 km, that it

extends to 600-km depth, and that the station TPUB

projects to the center of the slab.

The reasons for choosing earthquakes from the

Tonga–Kermadec subduction zone are threefold:

(1) suitable azimuth: the azimuths of Tonga–Kerma-

dec events to Taiwan are between N1208E and

N1308E (Fig. 2), comparable to the azimuth of the

Eurasia–Philippine relative plate motion, and are

nearly normal to the structural trend of the island

(N208E for the central range and the coastal range). If

the strike of the potential slab parallels that trend,
those azimuths are in a sense perpendicular to the

strike, which legitimates the 2-D approximation

(Fig. 1). This 2-D scenario also minimizes the differ-

ential slab effects due to minor azimuthal variations of

earthquakes. (2) Suitable epicentral distance: as Fig. 1
)
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shows, the epicentral distance between Taiwan and

Tonga–Kermadec is about 758. At such epicentral

distances, incident rays would optimally sample a

subducting slab with 608 dip angle, ensuring sub-

stantial slab effects to be detected. (Although the

assumed 608 dip angle is extrapolated from that of the

Luzon arc without rigorous proof, the ends will justify

the means by our observations.) On the other hand, the

long epicentral distance warrants that the ray paths to

KMNB and the Taiwan island stations are similar on

the source side with nearly the same take off azimuth,
Fig. 3. Frequency-dependent variations of P amplitude ratios of BATS stati

one for low frequency energies (b0.1 Hz) but display significant deviatio
minimizing differential source effects. Furthermore,

the bottom depths of rays for such epicentral distance

are within lower mantle, eliminating the problem of

multipathed P waves. (3) High seismic activity: the

Tonga–Kermadec subduction zone is one of the most

seismically active slabs in the world. The abundant

deep and intermediate-depth earthquakes as recorded

by BATS facilitate the compilation of any potential

pattern(s) from observations.

Deep and intermediate-depth earthquakes of the

Tonga–Kermadec subduction zone with simple and
ons for the 20000815 event. The P ratios are comparable and close to

ns between 0.1 and 0.4 Hz.
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sharp waveforms of first P arrivals are selected. A

total of eight earthquakes were used in the analysis

(Table 1), with their great circle paths shown in

Fig. 2. The vertical components of velocity records

are integrated and the instrumental response removed

to obtain true ground displacements. For each event,
0 0
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Table 1).
the peak-to-trough magnitudes of first P is measured

and represented by ratios relative to reference values

at KMNB. The bandpass frequency range selected

for the study is determined as follows. We conduct a

detailed frequency-dependent analysis from two

example earthquakes (baQ in Table 1). Results of
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ith stations color-keyed. Note the similar color pattern for all eight

mplitudes. The earthquake parameters are shown in the box (refer to
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the analysis indicate comparable P ratios for low-

frequency energy (b0.1 Hz) and significant devia-

tions for signals between 0.1 and 0.4 Hz (Fig. 3).

Comparable low-frequency energies suggest that the

differential source effects are minimal at all stations,

and the differences in geometrical spreading and

anelasticity are negligible. The 0.1–0.4 Hz frequency

range is adopted to bandpass the records of the eight

earthquakes (Fig. 4).

As for travel time observations, we define the dif-

ferential residual times (DRTS) relative to KMNB as:

DRTSbats ¼ Tobs
bats � T the

bats

�
� Tobs

kmnb � T the
kmnb

���
ð1Þ

bbatsQ could be any BATS station; bobsQ stands for

observed travel time corrected for station elevations,

whereas btheQ represents theoretically calculated travel
time from iasp91 [16].
3. Results

One event is discarded (bbQ in Table 1) as its

result is relatively inconsistent with others. For the
Fig. 5. P amplitude ratio (left scale) and differential residual times (right s

triangles (E) are for DRTS of the Tonga-Kermadec events. Open squares (

reduced amplitudes for central Taiwan stations from the Tonga–Kermadec
remaining seven earthquakes, we show in Fig. 5

P amplitude ratios with solid circles and DRTS with

triangles for each BATS station aligned from north

to south. Due to a timing problem at KMNB for a

short time span, some stations have more circles

than triangles. Fig. 5 demonstrates that both

amplitudes and travel times observed at any BATS

station tend to display consistent anomalies relative

to KMNB for nearly all deep and intermediate-

depth earthquakes from the Tonga–Kermadec sub-

duction zone. For comparison, the amplitude ratios

relative to KMNB for earthquakes from the Hindu

Kush are shown as open squares and will be

discussed later. For the Tonga–Kermadec events,

the consistent pattern exhibited by any specific

station implies that the differences between stations

with high P ratios (e.g., TATO) and low P ratios

(e.g., TPUB) are real.

The averages and standard deviations of ampli-

tude and travel time anomalies are calculated for

each BATS station. Plotting the results at the

locations of the corresponding stations reveals that

the P amplitudes relative to those of KMNB are
cale) relative to KMNB. Solid circles (!) are for P ratios, and solid

5) are for P ratios of the Hindu Kush events. Note that the pattern of

events is absent from the Hindu Kush events.
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unanimously high and low for stations in northern

and central Taiwan, respectively (Fig. 6). Stations

with reduced amplitudes have also the most negative

DRTS. While the enhanced amplitudes of northern

Taiwan stations (ANPB, WFSB, and TATO) and the

short scale variation near Hualien (NACB and

HWAB) might originate from the northward sub-

duction of the Philippine Sea plate, we focus on

observations of the central Taiwan stations (TDCB,

SSLB, YULB, TPUB, and TWGB). The reduced

amplitudes suggest that seismic rays from Tonga–

Kermadec to central Taiwan sample either a receiver-

side high-velocity anomaly in the mantle or a high
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Fig. 6. Averages and standard deviations of amplitude and travel time

anomalies of BATS stations relative to KMNB, plotted at station

locations, for the Tonga–Kermadec events. Note the low P ratios and

relatively negative DRTS for central Taiwan stations.
seismic attenuation in the crust (or both). The

following arguments will lead to the conclusion that

the cause(s) is likely to originate from the mantle,

and the high-velocity anomaly is likely to be an

aseismic slab beneath central Taiwan.

The clustering of central Taiwan stations around

the mountain range raises the likelihood of attributing

the observed patterns to crustal effects. Although the

crustal effects can be corrected by observations of

teleseismic events from other regions, both the

complex mantle structure in the vicinity of Taiwan

and the short time span of BATS have made a decisive

correction currently unavailable. Instead of making a

quantitative correction, we estimate whether the

observations are dominated by anomalous crust or

anomalous mantle. There are four arguments: (1) if

the observed reduced amplitudes are a result of low Q

crustal materials, those high-attenuation materials tend

to be slow for seismic wave propagations. We would

then observe positive DRTS. (2) If it is the crustal

effects that dominate the anomalies, the observed

patterns would be relatively independent of earth-

quake azimuths. However, the reduced amplitudes of

central Taiwan stations as observed for the Tonga–

Kermadec events are not reproduced for the Hindu

Kush events from the west (Fig. 5). (3) The earth-

quakes used in this study span more than 108 in

latitudes (Fig. 2), more than enough to sample a

distinct mantle portion on the receiver side, while for

any specific station, the crustal material sampled

remains the same. We thus investigate potential

relationships between P amplitude ratios and earth-

quake latitudes and find a linear positive correlation

for central and southern Taiwan stations, which is not

seen for stations in northern Taiwan (Fig. 7). For

crustal effects to produce the correlation, the lateral

heterogeneities would need to be unreasonably large.

(4) The positive correlation between amplitudes and

earthquake latitudes implies that, for any specific

station in central or southern Taiwan, the mantle is

colder to the south. This is consistent with the idea

that the arc–continent collision is propagating south-

ward because the ceased subduction to the north has

warmed up the slab. In summary, the first three argue

for the reduced amplitudes and travel times originat-

ing from a mantle anomaly, whereas the last suggests

that the anomaly can be explained by an eastern

dipping slab beneath central Taiwan. The slab effects



Fig. 7. P amplitude ratios relative to KMNB versus latitudes of the Tonga–Kermadec events for each of BATS stations. Note the positive

correlation for central and southern Taiwan stations, which is missed for northern Taiwan stations.
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can be observed as far north as 24.38N based on the

correlation of TDCB (Fig. 7), although its travel time

anomaly is not as prominent as those of other central

Taiwan stations.
4. Model observations by seismic effects of a planar

slab

We use a 2-D pseudospectral method [13] to

model the reduced amplitudes and travel times
observed by simulating the seismic effects of a

100-km-thick planar slab. A plane wave with

dominant frequency of 0.1 Hz propagates upwards

with an incident angle complementary to the slab

dip (Fig. 8). We set up a line of receivers near

the surface. Based on the recorded waveforms of

first arrival, we calculate ratios of maximum

amplitude and differential travel times of the

receiver at the center of the slab, relative to a

reference station, for various combinations of slab

length and velocity anomalies. We use iasp91 for



Fig. 8. 2-D simulation of plane wave propagations through a planar slab structure (dark zone). Circles represent receiver array near the surface.
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the average velocity of the upper mantle [16]. The

resultant amplitude ratios and travel time anoma-

lies are then contoured with red dashed and blue

dotted lines, respectively, in the plane of the two

variables (Fig. 9).

We assume that SSLB and TPUB project at the

center of the slab and superimpose their observed

ranges of amplitudes and travel times on the

contour figure, shown as bold, red dashed and

bold, blue dotted lines, respectively (Fig. 9). The

intersected area, colored in green, is then the

probable range of slab properties jointly constrained

by seismic amplitudes and travel times. We further

extract the slab range of properties mutually shared

by the observations of SSLB and TPUB, and

denoted it with stars in Fig. 9. We conclude that

amplitude and travel time anomalies observed at

SSLB and TPUB require a slab ranging from 400-

km-long, 4% velocity anomalies to 500-km-long,

3.2% velocity anomalies.
5. Discussion

Although we managed to estimate an overall

range of the slab extent from observations, the

realistic slab configuration is by no means resolved

uniquely by our study because of the many

assumptions that needed to be made: e.g., a
rectangular slab shape, a purely elastic medium,

no lateral variations in slab structure, and no crustal

effects. Similarly, the locations of TPUB and SSLB

are assumed to be at the center of the slab, and

only the compatible parts of observations are used

to constrain the slab. While the realistic config-

uration of the subducting slab needs more observa-

tions to be fully constrained, its existence beneath

central Taiwan has been confirmed in this study as

argued in the results.

Then, why are there no intermediate-depth

earthquakes beneath central Taiwan? Lallemand et

al. [4] have speculated that the possible reasons

might be (1) hot, (2) ductile, and (3) mechanically

detached from the upper part of the subducting

slab. We would like to propose one more potential

explanation. According to current models explain-

ing the mechanism of intermediate-depth earth-

quakes [17–19], the effective normal stress is

reduced by fluids liberated from dehydration

reactions of subducted hydrous minerals, which

favors a brittle behavior of the material in response

to stresses in the slabs. In central Taiwan, the

continents have been colliding with the arc, and

the oceanic lithosphere has been consumed entirely

by subduction. Under the circumstances, no avail-

able hydrous minerals will be freshly supplied for

dehydration reactions through subduction processes,

resulting in no intermediate-depth earthquakes. As



Fig. 9. Contoured amplitude ratios (red dashed lines) and travel

time anomalies (blue dotted lines) as a function of velocity

anomalies and slab length for receiver at the center of the slab

relative to those undisturbed. Bold symbols indicate the range of

corresponding observations at SSLB (Top) and TPUB (bottom),

respectively. The ranges mutually shared by amplitude and travel

time observations are colored in green. Stars further indicate the

range mutually compatible with the observations at SSLB and

TPUB, derived by overlapping green areas in the top and bottom

plots.
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for the origin of deep earthquakes, the hypothesis

of transformational faulting in metastable peridotite

wedges requires a cold slab with thermal parameter

greater than 5000 km [20]. The slab in central
Taiwan is probably not cold enough for generating

deep earthquakes, because the ceased subduction

has warmed up the slab. Therefore, we attribute the

absence of deep and intermediate-depth earthquakes

beneath central Taiwan to cessation of subduction

due to arc–continent collision.
6. Conclusions

First arrival P waves from Tonga–Kermadec

deep and intermediate-depth earthquakes exhibit

reduced amplitudes and travel times for central

Taiwan stations relative to KMNB in the 0.1–0.4

Hz band. The combination of amplitude and travel

time anomalies, azimuthal dependence of amplitude

patterns, and correlation of amplitudes with earth-

quake latitudes favor receiver-side mantle anomalies

over crustal effects to explain observations at

central Taiwan stations. This positive correlation is

consistent with the effects of an eastern dipping

aseismic slab. We interpret the lack of intermediate-

depth and deep earthquakes as a result of ceased

subduction due to collision, resulting starvation of

hydrous minerals in the dehydration embrittlement

process and a warm subducting slab. Upon

numerical modeling, a planar slab with 400-km-

long, 4% velocity anomalies or 500-km-long, 3.2%

velocity anomalies, would generate both the ampli-

tude and travel time residuals observed at SSLB

and TPUB.
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